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1. 	 SUMMARY 

From March 91h  to June 301h  2005, Strathmore Minerals Corporation acquired thirty-one Metallic 

and Industrial Minerals (MAIM) permits, totalling 256,233 ha, south of Lake Athabasca in northern 

Alberta. The Athabasca South Shore Property is situated along the southwestern shores of Lake 

Athabasca, stretching from Wood Buffalo National Park to the west to the Alberta-Saskatchewan 

Border to the east. Fort Chipewyan is the closest community, located approximately 10 km to the 

north of the northern most permit. The Athabasca South Shore Property includes MAIM permits 

9305031021 to 9305031041, 9305031045 to 9305031049, 9305061030 to 9305061033 and 

9305040559. 

Between June 30"  and July 19th  2006, Dahrouge Geological Consulting Ltd. contracted Fugro 

Airborne Surveys, on behalf of Strathmore Minerals Corporation, to conduct an airborne GEOTEM 

electromagnetic and magnetic survey over their basin holdings south of Lake Athabasca including 

the western portion of the Athabasca South Shore Property. In addition, between June 241h  and 

July 6t)  and between August 25t)  and 27"  2006, Fugro Airborne Surveys was contracted to fly a 

MEGATEM electromagnetic and magnetic survey over the remainder of their basin holdings, south 

of Lake Athabasca, including the eastern portion of the Athabasca South Shore Property. The 

intent of the surveys was to map conductive horizons at depth near the sub-Athabasca 

unconformity. Both the GEOTEM and MEGATEM systems were utilized due to progressively 

increasing unconformity depths moving eastward requiring differing system specifications. 

Several correlations of magnetic and electromagnetic data were found along with several 

basement hosted conductors identified throughout the property. Several potential kimberlite targets 

were also identified from the GEOTEM survey. 

In addition to the Fugro interpretation a second interpretation was acquired from Intrepid 

Geophysics Ltd. and Encom Technology Pty Ltd. for both the GEOTEM and MEGATEM datasets. 

Several additional targets were identified that warrant future follow-up. 

Follow-up ground work over targets identified from the airborne surveys was completed during 

the first few months of 2007. The follow-up work included 140.5 km of line-cutting, picketing and 

chaining in preparation for forthcoming ground geophysical surveys. Ground geophysical work 

began after the March gt)  expiry date and can not be included in this assessment report. Thus, the 

ground geophysical work and interpreted results will be filed for the next assessment period and 

included in the subsequent assessment report due in the spring of 2009. 

The 2006 and 2007 exploration work was authorized by David Miller, President and CEO of 

Strathmore Minerals Corporation. 
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Exploration expenditures expenditures for the Athabasca South Shore Property totalled $1,816,855.00 

(Appendix 1). The expenditures were sufficient to maintain the entirety of the property in good 

standing; as such, all of MAIM permits 9305031021 to 9305031041, 9305031045 to 9305031049, 

9305061030 to 9305061033 and 9305040559 will be retained. Exploration expenditures have been 

allocated in the following manner (Table 1.1). 

TABLE 1.1 
	

ALLOCATION OF EXPENDITURES* 

Permit 

9305061030 
9305061031 
9305061032 
9305061033 
9305031021 
9305031022 
9305031023 
9305031024 
9305031025 
9305031026 
9305031027 
9305031028 
9305031029 
9305031030 
9305031031 
9305031032 
9305031033 
9305031034 
9305031035 
9305031036 
9305031037 
9305031038 
9305031039 
9305031040 
9305031041 
9305031045 
9305031046 
9305031047 
9305031048 
9305031049 
9305040559 

9305031029 
9305031035 
9305031036 
9305031048 
9305061032 
9305061031 
9305061030 
9305031026 

Assessment 

Period 

Years 1 & 2 
Years 1 & 2 
Years 1 & 2 
Years 1 & 2 
Years 1 & 2 
Years 1 & 2 
Years 1 & 2 
Years 1 & 2 
Years 1 & 2 
Years 1 & 2 
Years 1 & 2 
Years 1 & 2 
Years 1 & 2 
Years 1 & 2 
Years 1 & 2 
Years 1 & 2 
Years 1 & 2 
Years 1 & 2 
Years 1 & 2 
Years 1 & 2 
Years 1 & 2 
Years 1 & 2 
Years 1 & 2 
Years 1 & 2 
Years 1 & 2 
Years 1 & 2 
Years 1 & 2 
Years 1 & 2 
Years 1 & 2 
Years 1 & 2 
Years 1 & 2 

Years 3 & 4 
Years 3 & 4 
Years 3 & 4 
Years 3 & 4 
Years 3 & 4 
Years 3 & 4 
Years 3 & 4 
Years 3 & 4 

Expected 

Expiry Date 

June 30, 2007 
June 30, 2007 
June 30, 2007 
June 30, 2007 
March 9, 2007 
March 9, 2007 
March 9, 2007 
March 9, 2007 
March 9, 2007 
March 9, 2007 
March 9, 2007 
March 9, 2007 
March 9, 2007 
March 9, 2007 
March 9, 2007 
March 9, 2007 
March 9, 2007 
March 9, 2007 
March 9, 2007 
March 9, 2007 
March 9, 2007 
March 9, 2007 
March 9, 2007 
March 9, 2007 
March 9, 2007 

March 10, 2007 
March 10, 2007 
March 10, 2007 
March 10, 2007 
March 10, 2007 
April 14, 2007 

March 9, 2009 
March 9, 2009 
March 9, 2009 

March 10, 2009 
June 30, 2009 
June 30, 2009 
June 30, 2009 
March 9, 2009 

Required 

Expenditures 

$45,290.00 
$45,225.00 
$44,125.00 
$37,750.00 
$46,080.00 
$43,945.00 
$46,080.00 
$46,080.00 
$46,080.00 
$46,080.00 
$46,080.00 
$46,080.00 
$31,090.00 
$29,735.00 
$46,080.00 
$46,080.00 
$46,080.00 
$46,580.00 
$46,080.00 
$34,565.00 
$45,625.00 
$44,715.00 
$42,880.00 
$35,760.00 
$16,205.00 
$44,475.00 
$44,610.00 
$46,080.00 
$15360.00 
$35,150.00 
$45,120.00 

$62,180.00 
$92,160.00 
$69,130.00 
$30,720.00 
$88,250.00 
$90,450.00 
$90,580.00 
$92,160.00 

Assigned 

Expenditures 
$45,290.00 
$45,225.00 
$44,125.00 
$37,750.00 
$46,080.00 
$43,945.00 
$46,080.00 
$46,080.00 
$46,080.00 
$46,080.00 
$46,080.00 
$46,080.00 
$31,090.00 
$29,735.00 
$46,080.00 
$46,080.00 
$46,080.00 
$46,580.00 
$46,080.00 
$34,565.00 
$45,625.00 
$44,715.00 
$42,880.00 
$35,760.00 
$16,205.00 
$44,475.00 
$44,610.00 
$46,080.00 
$15,360.00 
$35,150.00 
$45,120.00 

$62,180.00 
$92,160.00 
$69,130.00 
$30,720.00 
$88,250.00 
$90,450.00 
$90,580.00 
$12,220.00 

Permit 

Area (ha) 
9058 
9045 
8825 
7550 
9216 
8789 
9216 
9216 
9216 
9216 
9216 
9216 
6218 
5947 
9216 
9216 
9216 
9316 
9216 
6913 
9125 
8943 
8576 
7152 
3241 
8895 
8922 
9216 
3072 
7030 
9024 

6218 
9216 
6913 
3072 
8825 
9045 
9058 
9216 

Total: 	$1,816,855.00 
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* Based upon the current permit area; expenditures allocated based on permit area size and Line km of survey 
flown (Detailed in Part A) 

2. INTRODUCTION 

The objectives of the 2006 exploration were to locate areas of high conductivity associated with 

graphic units at depth near the sub-Athabasca unconformity. In order to achieve this objective, 

the area was flown with Fugro's GEOTEM system, over the west side of the property, and Fugro's 

MEGATEM system over the remaining eastern portions of the property. In early 2007, follow-up 

line-cutting over select conductors was completed in preparation for forthcoming ground 

geophysical surveys. 

3. LOCATION AND ACCESS 

The Athabasca South Shore Property (Fig's. 3.1 and 3.2) is located within National Topographic 

System Map Sheets 74 Lu, 2, 3, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11 and 74E/15 The permit area is bounded by 

geographic coordinates 57 059' N to 58 044' N and 110°00' W to 1110341  W. 

Fort McMurray is located approximately 140 km to the south and Fort Chipewyan approximately 

10 km to the north. Access to the property is provided via a winter road that extends from Fort 

McMurray to Fort Chipewyan running north through the property. In addition, an all seasonal road 

runs from Fort McMurray to just north of the Embarras Airport allowing year round access to the 

southwestern most portions of the property. Accommodations were provided by existing lodgings 

located several kilometers north of Embarras along the road. Snowmobiles were used to access 

areas close to camp with a helicopter needed to access more remote areas of the property. 

Local vegetation consists of jack pine, black spruce, and tamaracks, with willows and alders 

in the lower wet areas. 

4. WORK PERFORMED 

Between June 30th  and July 1 9th  2006, Dahrouge Geological Consulting Ltd. contracted Fugro 

Airborne Surveys, on behalf of Strathmore Minerals Corporation, to conduct an airborne GEOTEM 

electromagnetic and magnetic survey over their basin holdings south of Lake Athabasca including 

the western portion of the Athabasca South Shore Property. 

A total of 5317 line km were flown at a spacing of 400 m with tie lines every 4000 m for the 

entirety of the survey. Approximately 4768 of the 5317 line kilometers were flown over the 
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Athabasca South Shore Property, with the remainder flown over other nearby Strathmore holdings 

south of Lake Athabasca. 

Between June 24th  and July 6th  and between August 25th  and 27th  2006, Fugro Airborne Surveys 

was contracted to fly a MEGATEM electromagnetic and magnetic survey over the remainder of 

their basin holdings, south of Lake Athabasca, including the eastern portion of the Athabasca South 

Shore Property. 

A total of 3384 line km were flown at a spacing of 600 m with tie lines every 4000 m for the 

entirety of the survey. Approximately 3126 of the 3384 line kilometers were flown over the 

Athabasca South Shore Property, with the remainder flown over other nearby Strathmore holdings 

south of Lake Athabasca. 

The intent of the GEOTEM and MEGATEM surveys was to map conductive horizons at depth 

near the sub-Athabasca unconformity. Both the GEOTEM and MEGATEM systems were utilized 

due to progressively increasing unconformity depths moving eastward requiring differing system 

specifications. 

In addition to the Fugro interpretation a second interpretation for both the GEOTEM and 

MEGATEM datasets was acquired from Intrepid Geophysics Ltd. and Encom Technology Pty Ltd. 

During the first few months of 2007, following the completion of the airborne surveys, conductor 

targets were followed up with a program of line-cutting, picketing and chaining for forthcoming 

ground geophysical surveys. A total of 140.5 line km of grid was cut (Figure 4.1). 

Ground geophysical work began after the March gth  expiry date and can not be included in this 

assessment report. Thus, the ground geophysical work and interpreted results will be filed for the 

next assessment period and included in the subsequent assessment report due in the spring of 

2009. 

5. 	 RESULTS 

The results of the GEOTEM survey are presented in Figures 5.1 to 5.7. A full interpretation, 

with a list of targets, is contained in Appendix 2. The results of the MEGATEM survey are 

presented in Figures 5.8 to 5.14. A full interpretation, with a list of targets, is contained in 

Appendix 3. The additional interpretation of the GEOTEM and MEGATEM datasets by Intrepid 

Geophysics Ltd. and Encom Technology Pty Ltd. is in Appendix 4 and 5 respectively. 
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6. 	 CONCLUSIONS 

An airborne GEOTEM / MEGATEM electromagnetic survey was completed over MAIM permits 

9305031021 to 9305031041, 9305031045 to 9305031049, 9305061030 to 9305061033 and 

9305040559 during the summer of 2006. Several conductive horizons at depth were identified, as 

well as several potential kimberlite targets. 

The re-interpretation of the airborne data, completed by Intrepid Geophysics Ltd. and Encom 

Technology Pty Ltd., have identified several additional targets favourable to uranium mineralization. 

Four grids (140.5 line km) were successfully emplaced for forthcoming ground geophysics. 

As expenditure requirements were met, all of the Athabasca South Shore Property will be retained. 
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APPENDIX 1: COST STATEMENT OF THE 2005-7 EXPLORATION 

a) Personnel 
	

$ 	29,182.44 

b) Food and Accommodation 
	

$ 95,014.49 

c) Transportation 
	

$ 217,233.49 

d) Instrument Rental 
	

n/a 

e) Drilling 	 n/a 

f) Analyses 	 n/a 

g) Geophysics 
	

$ 1,286,592.05 

h) Report 
	

$ 	147.40 

i)Other 
	

$ 	23,516.49 

Sub Total 
	

$ 1,651,686.36 

Administrative (10% of sub total) 
	

$ 165,168.64 

Total 
	

$ 1,816,855.00 
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I 
Introduction 

Between June 30 and July 19, 2006 Fugro Airborne Surveys conducted a GEOTEMe 
electromagnetic and magnetic survey of West Athabasca on behalf of Strathmore Minerals Corp. 
Using Fort McMurray, Alberta as the base of operations, a total of 5317 line kilometres of data was 
collected using a Casa 212 modified aircraft (Figure 1). 

- 

Figure 1: Specially rncthfied Casa 212 aircraft used by Figro Airborne Surveys. 

The interpretation is presented in colour on paper and Geosoft digital map files. EM interpretation 
and processing reports are presented as two separate documents. Refer to the processing report 
for more details on the survey and system specifications as well as information on the data 
processing and final products. 

PF524e-V 
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II 
Survey Location 

The West Athabasca Block (Figure 2) was flown with Fort McMurray, Alberta as the base of 
operations. A total of 233 traverse lines were flown, ranging in length from 4.4 km to 41 km, with a 
spacing of 400 m between lines; and 27 tie lines were flown, with a spacing of 4000 m, totalling 
5317 km in the complete survey. 
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Figure 2: Survey location. 

PF524-V6 
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III 
INTERPRETATION 

General Magnetic Theory 

The Earths magnetic field, which changes from over 60.000 gammas in a vertical direction at the poles 
to about 30,000 gammas in a horizontal direction at the equator, induces a secondary magnetic field in 
rock bodies containing ferromagnetic minerals. It is this property to become magnetized by an external 
field that is described as the susceptibility of a rock. 

Some rocks contain a natural or thermoremanent magnetization that was acquired when the rock was 
last heated above the Curie point and subsequently cooled. The direction of this rernanent 
magnetization is parallel to the magnetic field that prevailed during the cooling period. These fields, 
both the induced and remanerit, disturb the otherwise smooth magnetic pattern of the Earth's field, and 
it is these perturbations that are of prime interest in aeromagnetic interpretation. 

The crystalline rocks of igneous or high-grade metamorphic origin, such as granite, basalt, gneiss and 
schist, usually contain sufficient quantities of ferromagnetic minerals (mainly magnetite) that their 
infuence on the earths field can be observed even when covered by sedimentary sections thousands 
of feet thick. 

The magnetic pattern over large areas of a single rock type is generally consistent throughout, and 
whenever the magnetic character changes, it usually implies a change in the rock composition. For 
example, the contact between a granitic mass and an ultrabasic unit can usually be precisely positioned 
where the magnetic pattern begins to change from the usual quiet character of granite to the more 
disturbed pattern of an ultrabasic rock body. 

The study of magnetic anomalies does, to some degree, depend upon the latitude in high latitudes 
attention is devoted to positve anomalies, while at the equator negative anomalies are of prime 
interest. This is due to the inclination of the earths magnetic field, which is near vertical, 90, at the 
poles, horizontal, 0°, at the equator, and about 78 1  north in this survey area. in such a steep 
magnetic inclination, the strike of a magnetic body has little effect upon the magnitude and 
symmetry of the anomaly it produces. An E-W dyke will be primarily positive, with a very weak 
negative on its north side. The same dyke striking magnetic north (azimuth 017 in this area) will be 
a symmetrical positive, but only about 95% of its E-W amplrtude. 
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Magnetic Interpretation Procedu res  

In this qualitative interpretation (no depth estimates) magnetic features on the contour maps are studied 
with regard to shape, size, strike and grouping. Whenever an anomaly is adequately defined by the 
contours, the outline of the source is shown as a magnetic/lithologic boundary. These boundaries 
follow the magnetic contours and can be relied on to represent a definite change in lithology arid/or 
structure. Any of these boundaries, but particularly the linear ones may represent faults; but as we can 
rarely be certain (unless it coincides with a geologically mapped fault) the boundary symbol is retained 
since it is an indication of greater reliability than a fault. 

The various levels of magnetic intensity appearing on the interpretation map are based simply on the 
total field amplitudes, making allowances for background levels and the probable size and depth of the 
source. 

Faults are located by offsets, terminations and strike changes in linear anomalies, or level shifts, or 
simply changes in character. Since the fault symbol is usually used to join isolated points of disruption, 
its location is rather subjective. 

Geological Background 

Even with the help of the GSC map library, we failed to discover any detailed geological map of the 
Precambrian in this area. The most current map' deals only with the Phanerozoic The 1:6 000 000 
map of Canada2  shows the west end of the Athabasca basin rimmed by about 25 kilometres of 
outcropping Archean basement. This Archean belt covers over half of this survey area; the 
Athabasca basin is only mapped over the small, easternmost rectangle within sheet 3 

The current edge of the Paleozoic sediments on sheet 1 appears to be erosional in nature, as there 
are no coincident faults noted in the magnetic field. However, the north edge of sheet 2 displays a 
basement, linear, magnetic feature which parallels the Paleozoic limit, and could be fault bounded 
on its northeast side- It lies roughly 20 kilometers northeast of the Paleozoics; but, moving south 
across the sheet, the gap gradually closes. At the junction of sheets 2 & 3 this magnetic lineation 
noses out exactly where the outcrop ends its southeastern extent and continues only as a chain of 
outliers. However, any genetic relation between this magnetic lineation and the Paleozoic erosional 
edge is bedeviled by the fact that magnetic amplitudes and wavelengths suggest a magnetic 
basement rising to the southwest, where the Paleozoic sediments gradually thicken; and the eastern 
portions of all 3 sheets contain magnetic wavelengths arising from several hundred metres 
subsurface, where Archean outcrop is mapped!?! Assuming no errors in the geologic map, these 
deep magnetic sources must lie beneath the Archean surface; but it is unusual to see a potentially 
consistent (no precise depth estimates have been made) subsurface horizon in Archean terrain. 

'Okullich, A. V. 2006: Phanerozoic bedrock geology, lake Athabasca, Alta. & Sack.: Geol. Sur. Car,. Open File 520, scale 11000  000 
2 Geological Map of Canada 2000: Map 1860A; Geol. Surv. Can. 
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Interpretation Discussion 

We have attempted to present this magnetic interpretation as a geological map, as much as 
possible. This discussion will focus on areas that cannot be fully explained by the map legend. 

Sheet I 

This sheet contains a number of well-defined, basement conductors whose north-south strike 
matches the surrounding magnetic anomalies and confirms their basement origin. As these 
conductors move north into the Athabasca river delta, their numbers quickly drop to zero. This is not 
because of a lack of conductors; the highly conductive delta sediments simply overwhelm the 
basement signal- 

The possible basement conductive zone which extends south from the delta does not gain any 
support from the magnetic field. 

Sheet 2 

As on sheet 1, the common strike direction shared by the magnetic field and the many conductive 
axes leaves little doubt of their basement origin; however, the zone of potential basement origin 
derives no notable support from the magnetic field. 

The Athabasca river delta is also evident in this sheet's northwest corner, where Its sediments 
dominate the conductivity but fail to obscure basement conductors within. 

Although the magnetic field from recent and Pleistocene deposits is generally ignored as geologic 
noise, the Maybelle river, in the northeast corner of this sheet, is too clearly defined to overlook. Its 
consistently negative response indicates that the surface through which it has eroded is substantially 
magnetic. 

Sheet 3 

Although there is no precise correlation of magnetic and electromagnetic features on this sheet, the 
comfortable manner in which the southernmost conductive zone fits into the magnetic surroundings 
suggests a basement origin for the conductivity; furthermore, this zone follows no topographic or 
Phanerozoic sedimentary feature which could account for it. The magnetic field suggests a 
basement 300 metres subsurface or more in this area; and this would contribute to the subdued, 
surficial characteristics of this conductive zone. Thus it could be viewed as a potential basement 
conductor, despite its surficial designation. 

We trust this data will further your exploration program; and we remain available for questions and 
any feedback that you are able to provide. 

Respectfully Submitted: 

Brian Schacht 	Consulting Geophysicist 
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Introduction 

Between June 24' and July 
6th and between August 25' and August 

27th  2006, Fugro Airborne 
Surveys conducted a MEGATEM® electromagnetic and magnetic survey of the North and South 
Blocks on behalf of Strathmore Minerals Corp. Using Stony Rapids, Saskatchewan and Fort 
McMurray, Alberta as the bases of operation, a total of 3,384 line kilometres of data were collected 
using a Dash 7 modified aircraft (Figure 1). 

The interpretation is presented in colour on paper and Geosoft digital map files. A complete 
processing report is presented as a separate document. Refer to the processing report for more 
details on the survey and system specifications as well as information on the data processing and 
final products. The following appendices to the processing report are of particular interest to the 
interpretation: 

• The GEOTEM Electromagnetic system 
• GEOTEM Interpretation 
• Multi-component GEOTEM modeling. 
• The Usefulness of Multi-component TDEM Data. 

Figure 1: Specially modified Dash-7 aircraft used by Fugro Airborne Surveys. 
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II 
Survey Location 

The North and South Blocks (Figure 2) were flown with Stony Rapids Saskatchewan and Fort 
McMurray, Alberta as the bases of operations. A total of 144 traverse lines were flown ranging in 
length from 8 kms to 53 kms, with a spacing of 600m between lines; and 15 tie lines were flown with 

a spacing of 4000m, totalling 3,384 kilometres for the complete survey Forest fires interrupted the 

survey and the crew was demobilized from Stony Rapids on July 
7th  The survey was resumed from 

Fort McMurray on August 251h• 

Iwo 

Figure 2: Survey location 
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III 
Interpretation 

General Magnetic TheorV 

The Earth's magnetic field, which changes from over 60,000 gammas in a vertical direction at the poles 
to about 30,000 gammas in a horizontal direction at the equator, induces a secondary magnetic field in 
rock bodies containing ferromagnetic minerals. It is this property to become magnetized by an external 
field that is described as the susceptibility of a rock. 

Some rocks contain a natural or thermorerTinant magnetization that was acquired when the rock was 
last heated above the Curie point and subsequently cooled. The direction of this remnant 
magnetization is parallel to the magnetic field that prevailed during the cooling period. These fields, 
both the induced and remnant, disturb the otherwise smooth magnetic pattern of the Earth's field, and it 
is those perturbations that are of prime interest in aeromagnetic interpretation. 

The crystalline rocks of igneous or high-grade metamorphic origin, such as granite, basalt, gneiss and 
schist, usually contain sufficient quantities of ferromagnetic minerals (mainly magnetite) that their 
influence on the earth's field can be observed even when covered by sedimentary sections thousands 
of feet thick. 

The magnetic pattern over large areas of a single rock type is generally consistent throughout, and 
whenever the magnetic character changes, it usually implies a change in the rock composition. For 
example, the contact between a granitic mass and an ultrabasic unit can usually be precisely positioned 
where the magnetic pattern begins to change from the usual quiet character of granite to the more 

disturbed pattern of an ultrab5ic rock body. 

The study of magnetic anomalies does, to some degree, depend upon the latitude; in high latitudes 
attention is devoted to positive anomalies, while at the equator negative anomalies are of prime 

interest. This is due to the inclination of the earth's magnetic field, which is near vertical, 90O,  at the 

poles, horizontal, 0 11 , at the equator, and about 80° north in this survey area. In such a steep 
magnetic inclination, the strike of a magnetic body has little effect upon the magnitude and 
symmetry of the anomaly it produces. An E-W dyke will be primarily positive, with a very weak 
negative on its north side. The same dyke striking magnetic north (azimuth 018 in this area) will be 
a symmetrical positive, but only about 95% of its E-W amplitude. 
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Magnetic Interpretation Procedures 

In this qualitative interpretation (no depth estimates) magnetic features on the contour maps are studied 
with regard to shape, size, strike and grouping. Whenever an anomaly is adequately defined by the 
contours, the outline of the source is shown as a magnetic'IithoIogiC boundary. These boundaries 
follow the magnetic contours and can be relied on to represent a definite change in lithology and/or 
structure. Any of these boundaries, but particularly the linear ones, may represent faults; but as we can 
rarely be certain (unless it coincides with a geologically mapped fault) the boundary symbol is retained 
since it is an indication of greater reliability than a fault. 

The various levels of magnetic intensity appearing on the interpretation map are based simply on the 
total field amplitudes, making allowances for background levels and the probable size and depth of the 

source. 

Faults are located by offsets, terminations and strike changes in linear anomalies, or level shifts, or 
simply changes in character. Since the fault symbol is usually used to join isolated points of disruption, 
its location is rather subjective. 

Electromagnetic Interpretation Procedures. 

The general approach to EM interpretation is two-fold. One is to work from the data in plan form 
(maps), correlating back to the data in profile form; the other is to work from the profiles back to the 
maps. The basis of target selection is to look for anomalous responses. Some of these will stand 
out on the maps as somewhat isolated features along favourable structures (magnetioflithologic). 
Conversely, some localized changes in conductivity may only be apparent in profile form and may 
not stand out on the maps due to surrounding conductivity. So, a general review of the EM 
anomalies in profile form is done to search for well-defined symmetrical shape, moderate amplitude, 
slow decay, etc., then checked on the maps for strike length, structural support and overall 

conductivity pattern. 

The conductors were compared with the magnetic signature to separate the basement conductors 
from those arising from overburden. With the exception of the obvious mafic intrusion into the 
Athabasca formation in the south block, it was assumed that all magnetic anomalies whose 
amplitude and wavelength were beyond those of glacial debris (15 nT, a few hundred metres) arose 
from the crystalline basement surface. 
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overv iew of the Geology and Magnetic Field 

The two survey blocks, pictured below as remnant magnetic intensity, lie near the northwestern 
edge of the Athabasca basin, extending over lake 	 Athabasca. The Athabasca basin is  
filled with fiat-lying Proterozoic (Helikian) 	W 	 sandstone with occasional mafic  
intrusions of probable MacKenzie dyke- swarm parentage (1100 Ma)'. 
Directly north of the lake the outcropping 	 crystalline Archean (?) is considered 
to be part of the Taltson-Thelon magmatic 	 zone 2. These magmatic lithologies 

• -lengths curving through these survey are responsible for the long magnetic wave-

blocks. 

The Grease River shear zone crosses the southern block near its north end - just where the 
basement trend swings from NNW to NINE (between the asterisks). 

The only evident mafic dike is on the east edge of the south block (from to *). Unlike many of the 
dykes in the Athabasca, there is no satellite image or topographic expression of this feature, 
suggesting that it lies somewhat below surface. 

Based on an old 
	

seismic surveys, and the wells GE 78-4 and Esso 78-1 & 2, the 
Athabasca formation 
	 is several hundred metres in thickness over most of the 

survey area, 	 approaching a kilometer near the Saskatchewan border, 
and exceeding a 
	 kilometer to the north. 

nough to 

atchewan: 

ASeisruic Reconnaissance Survey of the Athabasca Formation, Alberta and Saskatchewan; Geol. Surv. Can., Paper 

9-18. 
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Overview of the Electromagnetic Field 

Apparent Conductivity (North Block) and Total Energy Envelope (South Block) 

The North block's apparent conductivity is derived from all 20 channels of the 
dBldt X & Z coils. It is designed to 	 emphasize near-surface, horizontal 
conductors; and thus its signal often arises from the recent sediments in lakes, 
bogs and valleys. These topographic lows 19and naturally give rise to "surficial" 
conductivity, as the weathering products 	 glacial debris that collect there are 
often more conductive than the underlying bedrock. This appears to be the case in this north block, 
as the highest values are all within the lake, roughly confined to its deepest part. The pair of linear 
appendages extending south from the central high is likely to arise from the sediments of flooded 
river channels. 

The South block's tota 
Combining the X & Z 
overlooked. However, 
sources; and this 
correlation with 	- 
zones on the 
notable exception is a 
block that is best 

energy envelope is derived from channel B of the dBldt X and Z coils. 
data has the potential to enhance subtleties that might otherwise be 

the mid-time channel S can contain a significant component from surlicial 
block is no exception. As in the North block, the inverse 
topographic features is undeniable. Most of the conductive 

interpretation map lie over topographic depressions. A 
relatively weak area on the east edge of the South 
defined by this map. Its west edge coincides with a 

;k (* to ); and it shows no 
tion. Although both these points 

Ce origin its rate of decay is atypical 
iductor. It may arise from sediments 
iraphic low produced by vertical fault 
ie basement boundary, at any time 

prior to the last glaciation. 

Conductors that display good 
profile shape, suggesting a 
potential basement origin, are 
noted with an axis 
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Decay Constant (Tau) 

Since the rate of decay commonly separates the better conductors from surficial sedimentary 
sources, this map is intended to suppress the signal 	 from the latter and highlight the 
slow-decaying, deeper sources. It was derived 	 from the B field Z coil channels 
8-20. In the North block, this decay constant 	 is largely a mirror image of the 
apparent conductivity map. This is the result 	 of a conductive layer within the 
Athabasca basin (Wolverine Point formation) 	 which covers much of this survey 
area. The essentially infinite dimensions of this. 	 layer produce a uniform, almost non- 
decaying, rise in the Late-time channels; thus the decay constant highs arise simply from gaps in the 
rapidly decaying signal from surficial conductors that suppress the effect of the Wolverine Point fm. 
A notable exception in this North block lies between the asterisks, where a decay constant high lies 
beneath a typically surficial apparent conductivity high. A possible basement conductor axis is 
mapped there because of the exceptional nature of this coincidence 

The effect of the Wolverine Point fm. is also evident in the South block, where the decay constant is 
a mirror image of the total energy envelope. As in the North block, notable exceptions are mapped 
as possible basement conductor axes. 

It appears that the 
	 Wolverine Point fm. tapers out beneath the southeast and 

southwest corners of 
	

the South block. 
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Second Order Moment 
B field Z coil data was used in this second order calculation to suppress early-time, surficial, signal 
and enhance slower decaying, potentially deeper 	p 	- 	sources. Because of the strength 

of the surficial conductivity, this map has many 	' r 	 similarities with the apparent 

conductivity in the North block over lake 	 Athabasca. However, it does 

supply some support for the tenuous basemen 	 conductive axis in the area (* toe). 

In the South block the strong surficial signal also dominates this map in the north over the lake and 
along its western edge, where it reaches the Athabasca river delta 
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Recommendations 

All conductors with notable potential for uranium mineralization are numbered on the interpretation 
map, increasing from the North block to the southeast edge of the South block. This list of follow-up 
recommendations is in order of priority. 

6. This axis is surrounded by a conductive zone, on the southwest edge of the South block's  

sheet 2. The zone correlates roughly with the edge of the Athabasca river valley, which suggests a 

surficial origin for the conductivity. The axis is distinguished from the zone by its slow decay, late-

channel responses and decay constant high. Although It is not well-defined in profile, its X & Z coil 
highs are offset; this points to a vertically oriented conductor, which is typically found below the 
Athabasca formation. A crystalline basement origin is also supported by its strike, which roughly 
parallels the neighbouring basement magnetic body. 

5. 	This South block conductor axis spans sheets I & 2, It has just enough late-channel 
response to appear on the decay constant map, and distinguish itself from the surrounding, weakly 
conductive surficial sources. It strikes parallel to neighbouring magnetic basement bodies, which 
supports a basement origin for the conductivity. 

7. The low amplitude and relatively slow decay of this South block sheet 2 axis is much like 
target 5 in profile; however, as it lies in a total energy low, its decay constant high may be due in part 
to removal of suppression from the Wolverine Point's conductive layer. This relationship is 
discussed further in the decay constant overview. The strike of this conductor is in general 

agreement with neighbouring basement magnetic bodies. 

8. This conductive axis, in the center of South block's sheet 2, is best defined in profile, where it 

is broad, ill-defined and fails to reach the late channels. It is notable because these profile 
characteristics could be the result of a deep source, it lacks an obvious topographic depression to 
collect surficial deposits and its decay is slow enough to produce a roughly coincident high on the 
decay constant map. 

3. 	This axis on sheet I of the South block marks a late-channel response that is sufficiently 
well-defined to create a tenuous decay constant axis, despite the underlying conductive layer in the 
Wolverine Point fm. and the overlying, widespread and exceptionally powerful surflcial conductivity. 
As discussed in the decay constant map overview, this combination of strong surficial conductivity 
superimposed upon the deep conductive layer within the Wolverine Point fm. typically produces 
decay constant negatives This decay constant positive raises the potential of an exceptional 
(graphitic?) conductor lying at depth, beneath the surficial sediments. The strike of this conductive 
axis is similar to the well-defined magnetic bodies to the west, supporting a basement origin. 

1. 	Although not notable in profile, this North block conductor is mapped because, like target 3 
above, it marks the only decay constant high within the North block to lie beneath a powerful, rapidly 
decaying surficial anomaly- This raises the potential of a basement conductor lying beneath the 
surficial sediments. A basement source for this conductor is supported by the magnetic field which 
places a parallel body beside it. 

2 	This South block sheet 1 target is similar to the above targets 1 & 3. Although its late- 
channel response is slightly better in profile than target 1, its presence on the decay constant map is 
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very tenuous. The coincident magnetic body supports a basement origin for the late-channel 

conductivity. 

	

4. 	As discussed in the overview of the total energy envelope, there is evidence that this 
magnetic boundary in the South block sheet 1 is a fault with dip-slip movement, and the associated 

conductive zone has a subsurface origin. Both are factors in the uranium mineralization model. 

	

9. 	This trio of surficial EM zones in the South block sheet 2 correlates well with lakes; and this, 
together with their rapid decay, make a surficial origin probable. However, the anomaly on the sheet 
edge persists into channel 20, raising the remote possibility of a second conductor at depth, beneath 
the axis symbol. Any follow-up of this conductive trio should begin at this axis. The lakes creating 
these conductive highs all drain into lake Athabasca through the same river, which is responsible for 
several more pockets of conductivity. 

We trust this data will further your exploration program; and we remain available for questions and 
any feedback that you are able to provide. 

Respectfully Submitted, 

Brian Schacht, Consulting Geophysicist 
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Sriiifhchnrp - Airhnrnc Geoohvsical Data InterDretation 

Overview 
ntcrprclatiori of an airborne electromagnetic (EM) survey is provided in this report. The data is from all airborne time domain EM and magnetic survey flown using 400 inctre separated east-west traverse lines 

spaced over the West \thabasca area (as shown in Figure 1). The survey was flown by Fugro Airborne Surveys for Strathmore Minerds Corporation during Junc-Tuty 2006. The survey used a CiFOTEM 

electromagnetic and magnetic equipped aircraft Front a flight base of Fort McMurray, Alberta, a total of 5317 line kilometres of data was collected using a Ca-ca 212 modified aircraft 

After acquisition and field checking. the survey data were processed and compiled in the Fugro .\irborne Surveys Ottawa offiec. Provided to Strethmorc Minerals Corp. as part of the supplied contract deliverables 

were the following inapt: 

- Residual Magnetic lmitittity (RMI). 
- First Vertical Derivative (ot'Residual Magiuctic Intciisity), 

- Decay Constants (Tau). 

- Apparent Conductance Maps. and 

- Flight Path Map. 

Lu addition, digital archives of the raw and processed survey data in line fomiat. and gridded EM data 

were delivered plus a logistics and processing report (Logistics and pns easing Report—Au rhorne Magnetic and 

GE0772I5  Survey West Athabasca —Job No 064)8). 

An interpretation was requested to be undertaken by Encm Technology (of sydney. Australia) and with 

liaison from Intrepid Geophysics (Mr Kit Campbell) of Vancouver. BC. The interpretation involved inversion 

processing of the EM data to provide Conductivity Depth Images (C)Is) for each traverse and lie-line These 

CDIs were Ilveis interpreted fr structure said sign ificaitt conductive or resistive zones that represent 

geological structure anomalous conductivily or character that could be indicative of potential 

environments for uranium or graphite developmeni Comparisons and assistance in the interpretation 

was provided by processed and enhanced magnetic results and interpretations 

From the derived CDI sections, a series of horizontal depth slices' based on computed con etuiclivil 

and resistivity were generated. These grids provide a 'third dimension to the mapped data obtained 

from the magnetics sensor and allows conductivity mapping at depth in he produced. Subtle 
structural and geological inform at ion can he obtained front this data and when cross-checked with 

the magnetic information, reliable geological information and possible targets can be generated. 

In sonic cases where particular anomalies have required greater anal sis. decay curve and depth 

modelling have been undertaken to provide indicative ttcptlut and quality of targets that are 

recommended fr aictdilional follow-up work. 

Figure Strathmore i linerals airborne survey area. n'Ith operations base effort MeMrirray 
to the south. To the east and within the Athabasca Basin ore known occairrences of tu -aniuni 

rninera(iSatiOFl. 
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Southshore — Airborne Geophysical Data Interpretation 

GEOTEM! EM Data Processing 

use Rtn.istts'ity-Depih data has also been gi -idded at depth ranges to match 

ihe Ciinduetivity-Depth grids (refer to the Figure) The Resislivilv data has 

been derived from the B-Field inversion data as it pros idea helter and more 

reliatile discreet rcaislivities based on a layer-style IflVCTSiOZi tn tide I (as 

available from the EM Flow inversion software) \ disadvantage of this 

prueessing however is that occasionally a reading in the inversion process is 

not resolved and this results in 'spikes' being seen in Ihe gridded data. 

eapecia fly at near surface depths 

From these resistivity maps; 

1. More subtle features, especially structure can be noted. Also apparent is 

significantly greater detail of conductors within the eastern and 

southeastern thicknesses of Athabasca Basin rocks. 

2. For depths deeper than shout I2Oni misniatelied levelling in the fl-Field 

data processing hecoities evident. Although it would he useful to have the 

data inicro-I eve lled. the nlain rsrtistitiIy siructures cart he delitied. 

3. Resistive rocks near the flanks of the basin persist from near surface to at 

least 200m, but minor coiiduchive artonialies are detectable. 

4A northwest trending low resistivity rune is delnied iii the southeastern 

1ionioii of the survey. This zone can be sob-divided front that highlighted 

from the coiiductivitv dais. 

5. A number of major and minor structural trends arc evident and support 

those specified from the conductivity data. The primary trend directions 

indicated by the conductivity and the resistivity are northwest but cross-

cutting northeasterly structures are also evident- 

Figure- The depth-resistivity iaapspiuvide mat -c subtle mapping of 
features and srrrtclure.r imerprcted from the aecuomms and conductivity maps. 
In the examples shown here, maps at 30 metre depths are shown from depths 
sf20 to 170 metres. 
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GEOTEM H EM Data Processing (continued) 

The Cnndur'Ihity-Depth data has also been gridded at  range ofseiccied 

depths beneath .; urface In indicate the changes that occur wiIll structure. 

and faults etc A rsllgc of these is shown in the Figure al difl'srcnl depth 

slices to indicate how the conduetis'itv alters wilh depth. 

For the interpretation, nutpa I'hr each 10 metre depth intcrv1 wore L reated 

and used in I he icterprela[ion (univ .svery 30 metres is show ii here). The 

traverse CDI section interpretalions were then tranal.srred and cross 

referenced to  ensure thai the placement and exteill of the I'caiurcs were 

correct- 

From these conductivity maps: 

1 M the shallowest depth. conductive conditions are eidetit ill  tile north. 

These become mole con ductive at depth and are relati ve IV resistive by 

about 70_0 nietxes depth. 

2. Ainodratiy resistive, central tone is shown from near surface to about 

90-00 metres where it becomes quite coithiclive to approximately 140- 

1 5o in etm; and then reflects deeper trends evident in the magnetic map. 

3 lire thicker, highly resistive units of the Athabasca Basin in the east and 

so lit lte;isl have in inor conduct ise cotidiliotit i sea r surface. but then the 

thicker basin margin c;IIl he precise Iv napped 

4.A northwest trending ntoderatc conductive 7OflC is defined in the 

southeastern portion of the survey. 

5. A nun ther of major and minor structural trends are evident. 'lire priniar 

trend directions indicated by the conductivity is nodhwtt but crrrst-Lsuttiiig 

north east eriv structures are also prevalent. 

Figure. The depth-condiwtiwty plan maps are  used to trl' the features 

and arructwes rnlerpreted front the vs nUns sections. in the examples shown 
here. maps al 30 metre depths are rhoii'n from depths of 2(1 to 10 metres. 

tYtthrn the  tiirerpretationpmcess. depth grids at 10 maIns intervals were 

caa red and used. 

n<I_meni_$Irn emd_rncrn_11Om 
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Southshore — Airborne Geophysical Data Interpretation 

(iEOTEM EM Interpreted Targets 

From the Conductivity-Depth inversion data a number 

of target.s have been defined and located. Refer to 

the Figure for a listing of each prioritised targct based 

on its location, structure and EM rcspollae 

characteristics. 

The colour coding for each target reflects the priority 

ranking: 

Red Rank I. 

Green Rank 2 

Blur Rank 3 

The enclosed number is for identification of targets 

only. The provided 018 data has tables referencing 

each of the targets and their location. 

- 

........ ..... 

- 	 I 	-- 
-. 	I 	 . 	... 
.. 	. 	 . 	. 	.....-...... 

Figure .Thctargetadeienninedl,yEM response. depth.structure and tsaIIN 	. 	. 	 . . .
- 

priority overlain onto the topographic base map. 	 -.&, * ;••" 
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Easillig 
528,90C 
530.300 
528 PW 
525,7111 
517.41:0 
534.7(11] 
51Z000 
9)71 (1111] 
514,000 
510,300 
491,200 
485,800 
482,300 
479,000 
480,700 
486,400 
476 gtn 
506,000 

Northing 
6,425200 
6,423,600 
6,426 ,TI 
6,426,400 
6,426600 
6,419,2001 
6,426500 
6431 ,200 
6,437,900 
6,441 400 
6,452,900 
6,459,400 
6,456,51:0 
15,463,800 
6,464,100 
6,465,600 
6.470.600 
6,463,000 

Southshore - Airborne Geophysical Data Interpretation 

GEOTEMR EM Data Interpretation - Interpreted Targets 

The isolated targets have been ranked, typed and located as below. The 
isolated targets have been ranked. according to three levela of priority with 
Rank 1 being the highest and 3 the lowest (see Figure below). 

The Type is based on: 

Type A - A high conductivity-low resistivity EM signature. In 
some instances these locations persist through a number of depths 
through the EM sections and in other cases, only the deepest (lEO-
200m depths) wit ere the indication is that the conductor lies at the 
basement-sandstone unconfonnity 

2. Type B - Patients of conductivity-resistivity that are anomalous 
and persist for considerable depth. 

3. 'type C - the intersection of two or more structural trends (thought 
to be faults) and which have elevated conduct iv itv associated. 

No. Rank Type 	 Comments 
I 
	

• 	Conductive zone anomaly at depth +190m near unconformity.  
2 
	

ABroader conduclve zone at depth +190m 
3 
	

• 	Conductive zone anomaly at depth +16Gm rices unconfrirmily.  
4 
	

• 	Conductive zone anomaly at depth +200m- 
5 
	

• 	Conductive zone anomaly at depth +140m. 
6 
	

• 	Conductive zone anomaly at depth +160m- 
7 
	

• 	High conductivity persistent from shallow to deep (+lSOrn) 
8 
	

• 	Conductive zone anomaly at depth +140iii, 
9 
	

• 	Conductive zone anomaly at depth +1 40m .  
10 
	

• 	Conductive zone anomaly at depth +lOClm near unconformity. 
11 
	

C 	140-100th intersecting structure with minor resistivity low. 
12 
	

B 	160-16Gm linear structure but resislMty low. 
13 
	

C 	00-12Dm intersecting structures but also surface effect possible 
14 
	

C 	Isolated low resistivity on lineament 
15 
	

B 	Ringed conductivity high with intersecting structure 
16 
	

C 	Intersecting structure but adjacent Richardson River. 
1/ 
	

C 	80-120m intersecting structures but also surface effect possible 
18 
	

A 	Conductive zone 60-16Gm. Possible teriin/rivar effect. 

l'igutv 	The targets delermuied by EM response, depth. structure anti rank 
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SrnifhhnrA - Airhorne GeoDhvsicaI Data Interuretation 

GEOTEM EM Data Interpretation - Section Targets 

The isolated targets determined from the previous depth grids  have been described (see previous slick) An 
alternative method of isolating targets is to analyse the computed inversion sections. ibis approach in some 
respects provides a more reliable targeting method as isolated section occurrences of a zone of low resistivity 
may not necessarily be obvious in a gridded dataset. especially with a survey traverse spacing of 400m as is 

the case here. 

For this analysis. each section is individually displayed. Note that a zone of high conductivity (cool colours) 
lies beneath a relatively low conductivity zone (warm colours). At the base of the low conductivity zone are 
occurrences of zones of low resistivity which in some circumstances, are associated with interpreted structure 
(faults or offsets in conductivity). At these locations, an anomaly has been located. 

Examples of these target types are shown in the figures below. In these cases, the zones of 
reduced resistivity lie beneath it downiurned, overlying unconforitt ity base suggestive of a fault or structural 

control A map and table of these identified target types is shown in the next slides. 

Profile I Line 9106 

Figure . Target picked 

front within a section where 
an increased conductivity 	in 
(decreased resistivity) is 	 - 
noted but with an indication 	 . 	.. 	- 
of structure also being  
evident (hole downturn of 

 

overlying resistive units). 	.ee 

 

Is 
S 

reese 	 lemw 
—J-- 
a-use 

 

Profile I Uie 011030 

Figure 	Isolated target 	ao 
selected by zone of reduced  
resistivity and infesTed 
structure. 	 N iT 

_____ 	 S 

rMW 

- - ..--.-------,---.--------- 	â ---- '- 
.1 

Id 
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Southshore - Airborne Geophysical Data Interpretation 

GEOTEM.R EM Interpreted Targets - From Sections 

From the section target i dent icion. the isolated 

. . target Ioea1ons are shown iii the following ligure 	 . _. 	 . . 

The associated number can ho used in time ncet slide to  

provide a ranking, location and coimmmncts.  

Figure . The targets determined by EM response and conductivity "U 

anoinalism of sections. 
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GEOTEM EM Data Interpretation - Targets From Sections 

The isolated targets have been ranked, and located as below. The line number and Fiducial ideotificziuon can be used to uniquely locate 

the  anomalies from a flight path map and the I D column relates to the nuitihered locations in the prerious slide. The Z reference is the 
RL depth at each XY (Lasting-Northing) location. The 1)71s1 is the Digital krrain Model elevaLions. therefore the difference between 
the Z and DTM values provides the depths to the estimated zone of iitterest. 

Comments relating tote selection of each target are also provided. 

LineNumber 

1 	D11030 

2 	D10980 

3 D10950 

4 D10870 

$ D10600 

6 010790 

7 P10660 

8 D 1105 

9 	011100 

.0 	011130 

ii 	011250 

2 P11190 

47465 

45138 

46783 

60062 

64097 

64250 

52524 

45932 

54164 

51420 

46341 

58219 

466827.49 

48314849 

482026.69 

482633.53 

484494.05 

48453981 

493570.43 

478457.39 

473001.52 

4)7572.54 

472538.52 

484812.69 

_j z  
6458844 	64 

6456649.5 99.929... 

6455649 93,36294 

6452460 116.05... 

6449660 117.4441 

6449256 112.75... 

6444052 119.71... 

6459653 67.278... 

6461651 88.367. 

6462852 83.604,. 

6467644.1 93.2/0... 

6477258 77.596... 

Flanking DIM 

iE 

Ivierto  

Faulted-doventhrOwn response, Line isolated. 

minor zone of decreased r esistivity beneath unconfoimity. Does not appear structurally reLated, 

Zone of low resistivity at margin o structural deformation, 

Minor resistivty low with minor structure 

Zone of increased condctivtty on flank of minor fault 

6ijd structural intersect with elevated conductivity 

Minor low resistivity zone with structure 

Minor zone of love resistivity with minor structure 

Western zone of doubtful low resistivity as appears pervasive. 

Low resistivity anomaly with minor structure 

Western boundary with doubtful love resistivity but with structural influence 

Unexplained low resistivity cone - No structure 

Figure . The targets detsrmiited by EM response, depth. structure and rank. 
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Southshore - Airborne Geophysical Data Interpretation 

Recommendations 
A detailed interpretation providing infornnstion on structure, conductoraresistors and the depth distribution of these has been presented for the Southshore GEUI'EM airborne survey using the 
acquired EM data. A number of target areas have 
been proposed for follow-up exploration. The interpretation hat; generated a small number of targets that hive potential to he due to graphitic conductors in basement that extend above the 
unconformity surface that is known to exist at the base of the Fair Point sequence litholugies. In addition, structurally controlled targets, not all of which have associated reduced rCsistivitv s!gnalurea 
have been isolated. A priority ranking has been associated with the various targets based on their geophysical likelihood lobe caused by a buried source conductor, possibly hosting uranium, plus the 

structural and geological rett'utg in which the anomaly is located. 

A list of recommendations for follow up of the highlighted target areas are given below: 

-The highest targets defined by EM analysis should be investigated using proven ground techniques. both geological and geophysical. Geochemical field sampling may also provide some indicatr. 
etpeci dlv where topography incises the overlying, thicker sequence rocks but for 'blind' targets oeer thick owrlyi rig, unconformable geology, this approach may not be definitive. Ground time-
domain EM could be used as an alternative to highlight conductive target areas located by the airborne analysis. 

Drill targeting directly from the EM analysis is not recommended. Although a number of quite discreet target anomalies arc highlighted, their existence can he subject to error due to a number of 
factors, especially where cross- linc correlation of anomalies it not available (as is the case with the niajority of targets since the tioitiinal traverse spacing of the survey it 500 metres). 

- Is is obvious us the inversion analysis that the B-F)eld. on and otfltnie inversion results are of greater iiilrepretive value than the dHidT recorded data. A greater reliance should be placed on the B-
Field analysis and sections than the dH/dT results. Where anomalies exist in hot It dataseta. a greater confidence of their significance could he gained- 

- The EM results in the deep ,\tlashascs Basin runes have extended the technology to its approximate limit of about 200-220ntelres of depth detection. Although this is significant, greater depth 
aisoinahica should be treated with scepticism and not relied upon without additional fieldwork or ntelhodology (such as ground EM studies )to verify their existence- 

- lligh lighted target areas require tIirther evaluatioji against additional daitsets. including radionilric and geochemical data to identify areas of anomahisni that can then be related to the magnetic data 
and structural interpretation. Integral ion of additional datasets not available to this report may provide further qualification to highlighted targets, and generate additional target to those highligttled.  

- Highlighted target areas require additional field validation, traverses and appropriate geochemical sampling to adequately test and further evaluate. 

- t)etailcd field mapping of the regional target areas. stith subsequent refinement of the structural interpretation is required. 

References 
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Southshore - Airborne Geophysical Data Interpretation 

Overview 
Interpretation of an airborne electromagnetic (EM) survey is provided in this report. The data is from an airborne time domain EM and magnetic survey flown using 600 metre separated cast-west (South Block) 
and north-south (North Block) traverse lines located over two separate areas as shown in the Figure. The survey areas were flowby Fugro Airborne Surveys for Strathmore Minerals Corporation during June-July 

2006 and later in August 2006. The survey used a MECIATEM 1 electromagnelie and magnetic equipped aircraft. From two tlight bases at Stony Rapids and Fort McMurray. Alberta. a Total of 3.517 line 

kilometres of data were collected using a modified Dash-7 aircralt. 

NOTE: The analysed survey data for the North Block is discussed its an Appendix to this report. The 

main body of the report details analysis and interpretation of the South Block arcs. 

After acquisition and field check jug. time survey data were processed and compiled in the Fugro Airborne Survey-  

were the following maps: 

- Residual Magnetic Intensity (RMI), 
- Firsi Vertical Derivative (of Residual Magnetic intensity). 

- Decay Constants (Thu). 

Apparent Conductance Maps, and 

- Flight Path Map. 

In addition. digital  archives of the raw and processed survey data in line format and gridded EM data 

and maps 'acre delivered plus a logistics and processing report (Logistics and Proc rngRispenz —.4irbonme 

Magnetic and MEGA TEt-1 Surs'ey North and South Blocks, Fort ,11ck1u,m: Albe,'fa —Job No 0641 P). 

Processing and an interpretation was requested to be undertaken by Encom Technology (of Sydney. Australia) 

with liaison with intrepid (Jeophysics (Mr Kit Campbell) of Vancouver. BC. The interpretation involved 

inversion processing of the EM data to provide COndUt i VAY Depth Images (CDIa) for each traverse- These 

ODIs were then inteiprefed for structure and significant conductive or resistive zones that represent 

geological structure, anomalous conductivity or character that could be indicative of potential 

environments for uranium or graphite development. Comparisons and assistance in the interpretation 

was provided by processed and enhanced magnetic results and interpretations. 

From lEss derived CDT sections. is series ofhori7.00tal depth 'slices' based on computed conductivity 

and resistivity were generated. There grids provide a 'third dijuctision' to the mapped data obtained 
from the magnetic sensor and allow conductivity mapping at depth to he produced. Subtle structural 

and geological information can he obtained from this data and when crow-checked with the magnetic 

inforrnatiou, reliable geological information and possible targets can be generated. 

In sonic eases where particular anomalies have required greater analysis, decay curve and depth 

modelling have been undertaken to provide indicative depths and quality ot' targets that are 

recommended for additional follow-up work. 

Figure. Strathrnosv Minerals airborne sun'ey areas, with operations hoses at Stony Rupids to 

the nosE bras: and Fort McMiurray to the smith, Th the east and within the Athabasca Basin are 
known occurrences of uranium miiseraitxaiicm. 
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Southshore — Airborne Geophysical Data Interpretation 

MEGATEM R  EM Data Processing 
The Resistivity-Depth data has also been gridded at depth ranges to match 
the Conduct ivit.-Depth grids (refer to theFigure). The Resislivity data has 
been derived from the Z and X Conipononi dR.dT in version data and 
provides Tel iahI e discreet resislivities hated on a layer-style inversion 
model (as available From the EM Flow inversion soFtware). A disathantage 
of this processing however is that occasionally a reading in the iitversion 
process is not resolved and this results inspikes' being seei -m in the gridded 
data, especially at near surface depths. 

From these resistivity maps: 

I. The high resistivily basinal aedinwnl rocks are observed in the south and 
sosithettat of the stirvey area. Beneath mihcii TOO metres depth. ihe reistivit 
values are 'satuntt'mg and show little internal structure. 

. A northwest trending lineament is noted from 60 metres amid deeper as 
the isorfiteast margin of the high resistivity rooks. Further to the north and 
northeasi of this trend are lower resistive lithiologies. 

I The western flank of the survey contains conductive lithologies that 
persist with depth. This was also noted in lhmi conductivity maps. 

4. A 'lobe of higher resistive rocks eSists in the noilliweal of Ilte survey 
(adjacent to the southern shore of time Athabasca lake. 

A number of major aid minor structural trends are evident and support 
those specified from the conductivity data. The primary trend directions 
indicated by the conductivity and the resistivity are northwest hut cross-
cutting iiortheacterly structures are also evident. 

Figiu'e. 	The depth-rest shvity mops provide more subtle mapping of 
features and srructures interpreted from the sections and condtmclivi tj maps. 
In the examples shown here, maps at 30 metre depths are shown from depths 

of2O 10200 metres. 

I 

semi ayoa rimy. smr --VOL* item 	:iem cem 
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I 
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MEGATEM EM Data Processing 

The Conductivity-Depth data has also been gridded at a range of selected 

depths beneath surface to indicate the changes that occur with structures 

and faults ctc A range ni these is shown in the Figure at different depth 

slices to indicate how the conductivity alters with tkp0i 

For the interpretation, niaps for each 20 metre depth interval were created 

and used in the interpretation (only every 40 inctrss is shown here) The 

traverse CD] section interpretations were then transferred and cross 

referenced to ensure that the placement and extent tiC the features were 

correct. 

NOTE: Aclumge of processing from X and ito Z component only occurs 

one third CTOIU the top of the survey (north of Line  10670) This effect is 

univ seen in the near surface computed conductivity response. From these 

conductivity maps: 

lAs the shallowest depth. conductive conditions are evident in the north. 

1liese conductive zones become less conductive at greater depth 

2 A western flank of the survey is conductive near surface but become only 

marginally less resistive with iticrealsing depth. 

3. The thicker. highly resistive units of the Alhtibasea Basin are observed in 

the central and soittheatsteni portion of the strvey Some minor. isolated 

conductive anomalies etist with in this zone. 

4. A northwest trending inode rate conductive zone is defined in the central 

portion of time survey. ]lte trend coincides with the Old Fort River for a 

central pomtion but then continues trending mmorlhwest with no surface 

expression. 

5 A number of major and minor structural trends are evident. The primary 

tread directions indicated by the conductivity is northwest but cross-cutting 

northmeasterl'y structures are also prevalent. 

FIgule. 7he depth-conduct nny plan  maps ore used to verify the featares 

and structures mterprcthMd from the msarlous .secffons. in the examples shown 

here. maps at 40 metre depths are shown from depths of 20 to 240 metres. 

Within the interpretation process. depth grids at JO metre intervals iiere 

created and used. 
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Southshore - Airborne Geophysical Data interpretation 

MEGATEW EM Interpreted Targets 
The Figure contains interpreted targets based on: 

- 	 - I 
• A: Identification from section inversion process ing AN!) FM profile  analysis 	- 	- 
of X and 7. component dR!dT data- These targets are represented by STARS 
ON! V priority ranked targets 012 and 3 are shown Refer to Note I 
below)Also nose that a listing of all Targets is contained in the next slide 	- 

• B: Targets derived from grids, maps and structural lnleraect ions are show -n by 
red crosses and a red nuotl,ei -  sequence 

The colour coding for each Target retleds the priority ranking: 

ProfileSeclion Target - Red Star - Rank 2. 

Prof le/S eel ion Target - Yellow Star Rank 3 

Structural (21)) target - Red Cross - Rank 3 

The associated target it umber is liar identification of targets only. The provided 
(ilS data hats tables referencing each of the targets and their location. 

NOTE: Targets interpreted from EM profiles and sections have only been 
assigned rankings of 2 and 3(3 being of lower ranked priority than 2). No 
Rank t targets were detected. 'ilie ranking relent to the degree of 
confidence of the interpretation and the associated anomaly. It is the 
opinion ol'lhe author that only a medium to low level or confidence can he 
placed on all the targets derived. None warrant a higher degree of 
confidence t hat the anomaly pattern detected is due to a deep conductive 

The efliCria used lbr a priority Rank of 2 is an anomaly having a repeatable 
shapepattern over 3 or more adjacent time channels which are therefore 
unlikely to be due to correlated noise. A Rank of 3 is  discernible anomaly 
in the EM profiles that is correlated over 2-3 adjacent EM channels. 

No anomaly patients were noted an late time channels where anomaly 
patterns over greater than 5 adjacent channels were noted. this anomaly 
type would be qualified to have a Rank oft. 

Figure. 	The rarget.c determined by Eislresponse, depth, .sriuczIire and priority 
overlain onto the topographic base nlap and conducdvlryof!(XHlielres 

- 	 - 
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Southshore - Airborne Geophysical Data Interpretation 

MEGATEM ' EM Data Interpretation - Interpreted Targets 

The isolated targets as shown in the Figure hae been ranked and located as below. The isolated targets have been ranked, according to the level of priority with Rank 2 
being the highest and 3 the lowest (set Figure previous. No Rank I targets were detected. 

These anomalies have been defined by a combination of examining the CD] sections and verifying from the dB/dT Z component data time channels, Where X component 
analysis also verified the Z component anomaly, a higher ranking is usually assigned 

MLiIleni.nhei I  FID 	 Ixcertire 	I YCenti-e 	FRanking 'Menlo 	 I 

	

1-1 0330 	 54,943 	54163851 	6.466,614A 	3 Isolated, low alt3ktUda anomaly in Chs 15 and 14 

	

2 L10290 	 53,501 	55753592 	6,464,222 	3 Small ampitude but broad anomaly in Ch 13-16 

	

3 L10210 	 50,537 	54870115 	6,459401 	2 Isolated low-med ampltude anomaly on Ch 15. 

	

4 L10140 	 48,106 	553,693.19 	6,455226 	3 Low broadChl5anomaly 

	

S 1-11120 	 43,703 	514,13535 	6459,0071 	2 Inotcd Z 8-field anomaly in late channels 

	

S L11120 	 43,601 	5[i4.85 	8,468,986 	2 Late time 8-fieldanomaly 

	

7 11 1110 	 43,325 	513,9547 	6,458,396 	3 Continued 8-field 7 anomaly from Line 11120 

	

8 1-11100 	 43,066 	501,118.15 	6,461,114 	3 Late channel b-tatdanomaly 

	

9 L10520 	 54,674 	531,150.17 	6,477,995 	3 Easterly clipping low and broad ampifude anomaly indratmI from chens 12-15 

	

10 LI 0500 	 52,741 	541282.64 	6,416,619 	3 Minor flexure anomaly across cli 13-15 

	

11 Li 0470 	 50,475 	552,1 41.45 	6,415,005 	3 Minor flexure in chan 13-14 

	

12 LI 0500 	 52 , 741 	541 282.84 	6,476,819 	3 Isolated anomaly on cli 13-16 

	

13 L10410 	 46,527 	540,567.44 	6,471402 	2 Channel 13-14 Isolated anomaly 

	

14 Li 0400 	 46,320 	540578.02 	6,470,813 	2 Channel 13 anomaly correlated 

	

15 Li 0360 	 44,506 	548,283.33 	6,468,421 	3 Channel 13-15 anomaly on flank of broad thallower feature 

	

16 L10340 	 43,742 	541898.1 	6,467213 	3 Isloated but correlated anomaly over oh 13-14 

	

17 L10290 	 53,417 	545,1509.15 	6,454,194 	2 Raw Lbsndscorrebatedanomalyl6-iY 

	

18 L10260 	 53,193 	545,697.27 	6,463,627 	2 Migrating anomaly across Z channels 15-19 

	

19 L10210 	 50,658 	557,000.24 	8,459,428 	3 Minor and twcmd anomaly over channels 16-19 

	

20 LI 0240 	 45,017 	558631.3 	6,449,170 	3 Minor amplitude anomaly over channels 15-20 

	

21 L100 	 48,534 	5372625 	6,482,799 	3 Brood low amplitude anomaly chan 16-19 coincidertt with River 

	

22 L10630 	 56,884 	518.695.4T 6,484,617.3 	2 Narrn.v wavelength good amplitude between 17-20 

Ftgu re. 	The te,ets determined by 6M response, profiles and sections. 
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Southshore - Airborne Geophysical Data Interpretation 

MEGATEM EM Interpreted Targets - From GridsMaps 

From the maps. grids and structural interpretation of the EM data, the following targets have been identified 
The target locations are shown in the Figure previous as red crosses hut accurate EastiiigNorthing locations are included 
in the table below. 

The targets detailed here arc derived from potential structural intersections and section analysis where inversion 
results suggest an anomaly of higher conductivity exists in or near the inlerpreted location of the Athabasca 
unconfoniiity Note that all anomalies have a Rank of 3. 

None of the interpreted targets are assigned a high iasikingeonidcnce of interpretation for reasons outlined 
previously. 

EI I Eting 	I "ot-Ming 	[RankiJomment 	 I 

	

522521 16 6,495,24531 	3 I Primary intersection of major Old Fort River and extension vvlh WE Lake Athabasca lineament 

2 	048J7 6490351.59 	3 Intersection of Old Fort River trend and WE river branching lineamerit 

3 	51422673 6485292.02 	3 Section zone of conductivty with and WE Point Channels WE trend 

4 	529,32256 6,491,098.12 	3 Old Fort River NN trend and minor WE trend of adjacent higher conductivrty lfthclOgies. 

	

5 1 __21 994.346,477,412.34 	3 Intersection of NNWV moderate conductivity trend and SE extension of Old Fort River lineament 

Figure. 	The targets derea'rnined byffAf 	response and conducomry onoinalisra fgridsiiiiap.r and sections. 
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- Airhrrnsa ( 	 nhviriI D2ti Interoretation 

Summary 
Adelailed interpretation providing information on structure, conductors/resistors and the depth distribution of these has been presented for the Southsliore North MEGAI'EM' airbome survey (of the 
South Block) using the acquired EM data. Correlation between the EM-derived structures and those from the structural targets Interpreted from the available magnetic data is also presented. A number 
of target areas have been proposed for follow-up exploration. The interpretation has generated a small number or target- that have potential to be due to gaphitic conductors in basement that may 
extend above the Athabirsea unconformity surface. In addition, structurally controlled targets, not all of which have associated reduced resistivity signatures have beers isolated. A priority ranking has 
been associated with the various targets based on their geophysical likelihood to be caused by a buried source conductor, possibly hosting uranium, plus the structural and geological setting in which 

the anomaly is located. 

Note thai. for all located targets. the level of confidence associated .ia low and consequently the Priority Rankings assigned is also low. 'the main cause for this low level of confidence is the 

esdremelv low signal strength ( especial lY of the X component) and high level ol'noise within the EM data chanitels over the high resistivity zones of the survey. Where more conductive lithologi es. 

were encouiitcred both X and t component EM data rose in amplitude and reasonable inversion processing and list erpretatiolts could be derived. liar difficulty of detecting anomalies in such low 

signal, high resistivity areas does not detract from the EM methods ability to isolate conductors. but in this survey data, no individual anomaly was noted as having a strong conductive response at the 

depth of the expected nncoittrmnity The unconformity ihi All ess ranges ftoni about ItO metres depth (in Site northwest) to over 240 metres (iii the southeast)- There is reasonable confidence in tile 

processing and inversion retulttlo indicate that up to this maxintuin depth is being iiwestigatcd bs' the MEGATEMa EM system. It should however he realised that this depth is about the maximum 

that can he derived from this technology even in these extremely high resistivity conditions. 

The itEU1tTEl5Ia EM system has measured the changing voltage at the compoitsitt receiver coilt during survey acquisition. '[bese measurements for the 20 channels (15 off tinte) are eIB/dT. In low 

amplitude i'espomsc areas (over the high resistivity lithologies). the X component has suffered badly by lack of coherency and noise. The problem is not one that the contractor can be accused of Ii it 

simply a caSe ol' 'noihing to nleasure' The lack of conductive material means the tignal strength approaches 51w noise ot'the es'stem and so coherent cltamsel data is not seen. 

Both dadT and 13-Field data were provided h' the contractor. The B-field data channels lisa been derived from the dftdT measured data and as such, in the computation processing. errors are likely 

to have becis initaduced in the B- field channels. In particular temperature dri ft impact- severely on these calculations but also, a derived response from the observed data (dB .AT) introduces potential 

errors in the calculations especially from lion-zero mean and averagitig problems with the required integration process. Ongoing inversion using only Site derived it-Field may therefore lead to 

incorrect CD1s, part icutarly at depth. 

As discussed previously in detail, the main prorasting problems encountered with this data were: 

1. 'hue temperature 'drift" of the EM aatem is a known and well documented problem whose effect is more apparent in high resistivity areas. 

2. The -drift' problem causes significant difficulty when ancilliary results are being computed from the -raw' data (dB/dT voltages). In this case the ti-field and its method of computation are not 

considered to he well enough controlled to provide the benefits that can be added to data by the B-field measurements. 

3.11w signal-to-noise ratio of survey data in the higlt resistivity areas meant that both X and Z component data were not able to be used in the inversion processing across the entire survey area. 

Selected traverses were chosen and processed with slightly different controls to obtain optimal conductivity-depth results. This form of processing causes some near surface effects in the grinding 

products produced. 

4. The low amplitude responses (especially noted in the N component data) resulted ins smaller than normal signal-to-noise ratio within the five on-time data channels for both the X and Z component 

channels. 'l1tese data were not included in inversion processing undertaken. 

+ 	
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Southshore - Airborne GeoDhvsical Data Interpretation 

Recommendations 
A list of recommendations for ful low-up of the highlighted target areas are given belosc 

-The highest priority targets defined by EM analysis (albeit of secondary priority) should be investigated using proven ground techniques, both geological and geophysical. (.ieochensical field sampling 
may also pros ide some indication of exploration benefit, especially where topography incises the overlying, thicker sequence rocks but for 'blind' iazgels over thick overlying, unconfomsabie geology, 
this approach may not he definilive. Ground time-doniain EM could be used as an alternative to highlight conductive target areas located by the airborne analysis. 

- Drill targrting directly from the airborne EM analysis is not recommended. Although a number of quite discreet target anomalies are highlighted. their existence can be subjeci to en -or due to a 

number of factors, especially where cross-line correlation of anomalies is not available (as is the ease with the majority of targets since the nominal traverse spacing of the surrey is 600 metres). 

- It is obvious in the inversion analysis but also from analysis of the line profiles and channel data that the 13-Field, on and ott-time inversion results are of significantly reduced interpretive value than 
the dH/d I' recorded data. .kgreater rehiiusce should he placed on the dR'd'I' analysis and sections derived from the dUidT results. Where anomalies exist in both damsels, a greater confidence of their 
significance could be gained but for processing undertaken here. only dB'dT processing has been undertaken- 

- l'he EM retull in The deep Athabasca Basin raises have extended the technology to its approximate limit of about 200-220 metres of depth deteclion. .\lthough this is significant, greater depth 
aisoinalies should he treated with doubt and not relied upon without additional fieldwork or methodology (such as ground EM studies)to verify their exittence. 

- Highlighted target areas require further evaluation against additional datasets, including radiornetrie and geochemical data to identify areas ot'anomalisin that can then he related to the magnetic data 
and structural interpretation. Integration of additional dstasets not available to this report may provide further qualification to highlighted targets. and generate additional target to those highlighted. 

- llighlighted target areas require additional tietd validation. traverses and appropriate geochentical sampling to adequately lest and thither evaluate. 

- Detailed field mapping of the regional target areas, with subsequent relinenient of the smnicuiral interpretation is required. 
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